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Key Statistics as of 11/11/15

Thesis Points:

Market Price:
Industry:
Market Cap:
52-Week Range:
Beta:



The lighting industry is booming, and expected to
continue growing



Partnership with U.S. Navy, and the targeting of
new markets



Financials – Value creation, negative net debt

$14.10
Electrical Components
$179.8 M
$3.95-29.20
-.27

Company Description:
Energy Focus, Inc. designs, develops, manufactures, markets, and installs energy-efficient lighting systems and solutions in
the United States and internationally. The company offers commercial, industrial, government, and military and maritime
energy-efficient light-emitting diode (LED) lighting offerings, and also engages in the design and development of lighting
retrofit solutions. The company was formerly known as Fiberstars, Inc. and changed its name to Energy Focus, Inc. in May
2007. Energy Focus, Inc. was founded in 1985 and is headquartered in Solon, Ohio.
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Thesis
Energy Focus, Inc. engages in the designing,
development,
manufacturing,
marketing
and
installation of energy-efficient lighting systems and
solutions. The lighting industry continues to grow, and
has a strong outlook for years to come. With the
popularity of LED lighting growing at the rate it is,
combined with the company’s relationship building
with big name customers, Energy Focus will continue
to create value and increase the price of their stock.

Industry Outlook
LED stands for light emitting diodes, and they are light
bulbs that are much more energy efficient than the
common incandescent bulbs. Compared to the
traditional incandescent bulbs, LED bulbs last between
three to ten times longer thus extending the amount of
time between lighting replacement, are much more
durable and can sustain tougher conditions as a result
of not possessing a filament, develop 90% lesser heatbuild up, are mercury-free, and are more cost-effective
as a result of consuming less power. It is estimated that
LED bulbs consume 50-85% less electricity than
traditional bulbs. The LED lighting industry is
projected to continue booming at the rate it has in the
past few years. The demand for cost effective lighting
continues to rise, especially with the initial expense of
LED lights decreasing.
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In a report completed by the International Energy
Agency, they reported that 19% of global electricity use
can be credited to lighting. In a study completed by
Philips Market Intelligence, the U.S. would save $53
billion each year in energy costs if there were to be a
40% reduction in electricity lighting. In a report
completed by ResearchMoz, they reported that from
2012 to 2019 the LED lighting industry will have a
CAGR of 45%, expanding from a $4.8 billion dollar
industry to a $42 billion dollar industry. Energy Focus
is in the midst of this exploding industry, and are
looking to capitalize the best they can. The company’s
strategy is to penetrate existing markets that would
benefit greatly from energy efficient lighting, such as
schools, hospitals, supermarkets, retail chains,
manufacturing facilities. The goal is to bring awareness
to these markets of the superior savings the company
can offer them in energy costs savings.

LED efficiency continues to increase exponentially and
has now exceeded all other sources of light. The
payback period for LED lights is now less than three
years in the majority of the U.S., Asia, and Europe.
Electricity costs have risen every year since 2005, and
this trend is expected to continue into the future; thus
again highlighting the importance of the cost savings
feature of LED lighting.
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research and development costs being so high
combined with the importance of trusting relationships
between the buyers and suppliers, it is still difficult to
compete with the already established LED lighting
companies.

Threat of Substitutes: Medium

Porter’s Five Forces
To further assess this industry, let’s take a look at
Porter’s Five Forces of competition, threat of new
entrants, threat of substitutes, buyer power, and
supplier power.
Competition: High
The competitiveness in the lighting industry is high, as
several big players are fighting for a higher market
share. It is critical that a company fighting for this has
a competitive advantage, and Energy Focus has several.
First, they are the only providers of LED fluorescent
replacement lamps for the U.S. Navy. Next, the
company has a strong business relationship with the
U.S. federal government that currently accounts for
more than $53 million in contracts. Thirdly, Energy
Focus has over 28 years of experience in the industry,
exemplifying their vast knowledge of the industry and
the lighting technology. The company implements
these advantages to the best of their ability, and will
continue to depend on the performance and lower
lifecycle cost of their products and services to separate
themselves from the pack of competitors.
Threat of Entry: Medium
The LED lighting industry is on track to account for
80% of the lighting industry by 2020. As a result, many
businesses would love to jump on this LED wave that
is taking over the industry. With improved technology,
it is possible for these businesses to make a play to
become part of the LED movement. However, with

There are many ways people use light to see in the
world. The easiest way is using natural light from the
sun. Having windows and open blinds will always
provide lighting for people (during the day time of
course). As for when the sun goes down, people can
use candles or fire to light up an area. None of these,
however, truly compare to the power of light bulbs and
so there is a lack of practical substitutes.

Power of Buyers: Low/medium
The two key segments that must be served in this
industry are businesses and homeowners. Both
segments have a large demand, resulting in steady
consumer purchases. While buyers have a few
substitutes they could use, as stated before the
substitutes are not too practical and so the demand for
light bulbs will always be there.
Power of Suppliers: High
The suppliers of the raw materials in this industry have
a decent amount of power. With this industry growing
the way it is, the suppliers are constantly producing and
constantly needed.

Partnership with Navy, and Targeting
of New Markets
One of Energy Focus’ top products is the Intellitube
tubular LED (TLED). This patented product supports
both “plug and play” and direct-fit operations, and is
key in energy savings. Energy Focus is the only
provider of TLED lamps to the U.S. Navy. The
Intellitube TLEDs can save the Navy up to $150
million per year in energy costs. Since 2002, the Navy
has been under contract for approximately $53 million
with Energy Focus, and have never reported a failure
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on the TLEDs. Energy Focus has penetrated 30% of
the fleet potential, with 178 Navy ships using their
products. As a result of the success the two have had
working together, Energy Focus fully expects to keep
this relationship going into the future, and looks to
bring their products to the rest of the Navy ships. The
company has also begun to enter the Military Sealift
Command and Allied Foreign Navies markets this year.
At the end of June this year, Energy Focus shipped a
$500,000 order of Intellitube LED tubes to the Royal
Australian Navy. This sale marked the beginning of the
company’s strategic expansion plan into the foreign
navies market. Energy Focus estimates that among the
U.S. Navy, Military Sealift Command and Allied
Foreign Navies markets there is a total addressable
market of $550 million.
As Energy Focus continues to expand themselves
through these markets, the company has future plans
to infiltrate several commercial and industrial markets
that have great financial potential. First is the
healthcare market, which possesses 3.7 billion square
feet in over 151,000 hospital buildings. Energy Focus
estimates this as a potential $2.2 billion dollar market.
This year, Energy Focus entered into a multi-million
dollar contract with one of the largest healthcare
institutions in the country in the state of Ohio. Next is
the education market, which possesses 11.6 billion
square feet in over 454,000 school buildings. The
company estimates this as a potential $4.6 billion dollar
market. This year, Energy Focus announced a
partnership with U.S. Green Building Council, which
brought opportunities for over 3,000 K-12 schools for
lighting retrofits.
Third is the industrial and
manufacturing market, which possesses 9.8 billion
square feet of industrial floor space in 455,000
industrial buildings. The company estimates this as a
potential $5.9 billion dollar industry. Last is the retail
floor space market, which possesses 13.2 billion square
feet of retail floor space in 772,000 retail buildings. The
company estimates this to be a $7.9 billion dollar
industry. If Energy Focus can capitalize on these
opportunistic markets as they plan too, and as they have
proven they can with the Navy market, the company’s
future will be brighter than their LED lights.
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Financials
The latest quarter for Energy Focus broke many
records for the company. The company posted record
quarterly net sales of $18.3 million, which represented
a year over year growth of 151%. The company also
posted a record quarterly gross margin of 49.8%, a
record quarterly operating income of $3.7 million, and
a record quarterly net income of $4.3 million.

Energy Focus’ current ROIC/WACC ratio is 8.40.
This extremely high value demonstrates that the
company is creating value. Another notable aspect of
Energy Focus is their negative net debt, which is
currently ($9,600,000). With more cash on hand than
debt, this should look promising to investors.

Conclusion
I am recommending a buy on Energy Focus, Inc.
because they are making all of the moves necessary to
succeed in a booming industry. LED lights are the
future, and Energy Focus will continue to penetrate
various markets as a result of their competitive
advantages. Coming off of a record performance
quarter, the company should keep this momentum
going and continue to create value, thus increasing the
price of their stock for shareholders.
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